Great Game of Huddle Notes
July 3, 2018
Shane Schoeller, Greene County Clerk, opened this morning’s meeting and presented on today’s
Character First topic of Determination
Determination: Overcoming obstacles in order to reach my goal:
o Requires a mindset and a team around you that has the same mindset to achieve a specific goal
for the purpose of establishing policy and procedures.
o Is what drives us forward.
o Is a character quality, that when others see it in you, it defines you as someone who doesn’t quit in
the midst of failure.
Set Goals: Without goals, how do you know if you are making progress? Goals give us motivation and
satisfaction. They make life worth living. Goals give us direction that keep us on track and helps us
measure our progress. Establish a roadmap in order to create goals that are challenging, yet still attainable,
and you can grow from them.
Get Moving: Break your tasks down into small steps, then take the first step to get moving. Be the example
within your organization by activating the movement of your personnel and, through example, they will then
see the progress made towards reaching those goals. Momentum = confidence.
Change Tactics: Don’t be afraid to re-evaluate and change your tactics so that you can succeed. It’s okay
to fail. Alter your tactics to get to the ultimate goal.
Determination vs stubbornness?
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Keep moving forward Stop moving
Key points to remember:
o Figure out how to overcome challenges and learn what you need to terminate in your life in order to
stay determined.
o It’s okay to listen to critics, they may have something viable to say.
Commissioners Corner:
o Hogan Building is almost complete with demolition.
o Commissioners will be interviewing construction companies next Monday, July 9.

